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Student Asks Daily:
’What’s Your Stand?
Editor:
Papers once were know for
their editorials and their stands
on significant issues. Editorials
had something to say.
What does the Spartan Daily
have to say? Do the editorials
have anything of significance to
merit reading? Well ... "thete’s
going to be a change . . ." or
"again the students vuted
down. . ."
The editorials of this paper
are toned down, way down. After all, what is better than having an "objective analysis" of a
situation rather than a stand?
What needs to happen? How
can it change? Can it be changed? What probably needs to
happen is for the paper to step
on someone’s toes. That may
hurt someone’s feelings, but the
paper does a good job of that
anyway. (Not all the meetings
are mentioned, 1 Why take a
stand? Why not develop some
good penetrating editorial writers who will take a stand?
Of course the training ground

A Moment’s Reflection
Looking nostalgically back over last year I readily recount
many a happy memory among the seemingly more memorable sad
and perplexing ones. Nostalgia, the great American theme in my
estimation, is good for the soul of one flung into the swirling
MUSS... those eagerly seeking a home base. Happiness, sadness
.. a moment of reflection on the past is worth even the longest
peek into the future.
Yet, try as I might. every idle moment spent in retrospect -wonderful as it isleads me unwillingly back to that starry night
late last spring and a strange and bewildering incident that took
place on the third floor of Centennial Hall. I shall never forget it.
PIECE OF PLASTIC,
I was late for class as it was. Hurrying up the final flight of
stairs and opening the door, I suddenly found my gaze fixed on a
small piece of what first appeared to be some type of plastic on
the hall floor. Forgetting that the bell had rung, I momentarily
bent down to spy further on this interesting, well. what I still
refer to as the -thing." I suppose my curiosity was aroused at first
thinkiat someone may have dropped and lost one of a set of contact lenses; should it. by chance, be such, my tardiness would be
excusable. Yet, brushing it lightly aside with my free hand, it, to
my chagrin, didn’t appear the likely shape for just such an item.
In fact, as shapes go. it resembled the moon in quarter phase.
After listening for some time for footsteps on the stairway, and
scanning the hall for other late-comers. I silently placed my books
on the floor and assumed a sitting position much as one would
when eating on the grass, my legs crossed, forming a kind of circle
over the "thing."
INQUIRES FURTHER
Though I had made contact with it momentarily a minute
ago. I had not actually picked it up. This was the next logical step
in my scientific judgment.
How ridiculous, I thought at the time, to be doing all this.
Should the professor open the classroom door or someone I had
failed to hear come down the hallway and spy me. I, even today,
could not offer a legitimate excuse. However, I touched it again.
It did not move. Upon picking it up between my thumb and forefinger, I discovered it was flexible to a degree and emitted a dull
gray hue when held to the hall light. It certainly was not the eye
piece I had hoped for, nor was it, by its flexibility, glass. A funny
and seemingly plausible idea struck me momentarily as I fingered
this thing in the palm of my left hand . . . someone might have
been standing here cutting their fingernails prior to class. Yet,
ye gods! this was no human fingernail! It was a good inch wide
from point to point and at least a quarter-inch the other way; but,
it was, I was sure, a nail of some sort.
GIANT’S FINGERNAIL?
I went home to be alone with my thoughts.
What was it? I don’t know. I may never know, but, as with
so much of the past, I find myself not forgetting nor choosing to
forget the incident nor its perplexity. A big janitor’s fingernail?
Perhaps. No! I must tell you. This was a toenail! A toenail on the
third floor of Centennial Hall. Yours? Whose? Memories, such as
they are, are made of this.

Catholic ’Silent Wing’
Defies Red Atheism
PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyist
At the Roman Catholic
Church’s Ecumenical Council in
Rome are some men who daily
have suffered persecution for
their faith, and sometimes imprisonment.
These men are representatives
of the "church of silence" behind
the Iron Curtain. That they are
there at all is proof both of their
own determination and of Communist failure to stamp out religion even after 45 years.
Two high officers of the church
are missing from the Rome conclave. They are Joseph Cardinal
Mindszenty of Hungary, now in
refuge at the U.S. legation in
Budapest. and Archbishop Josef
Beran of Czechoslovakia, confined since 1949 for his refusal
to take the Communist oath of
allegiance.
Churches remain the only or-

ganized bodies in Eastern Europe
which are not directly controlled
by the Communist parties, and
as such, promote the only rival
ideology to communism.
RETAIN STRENGTH
They remain remarkably
strong despite an unremitting
campaign by Communist governments, ranging from a spider’s
web of legal restrictions and arrests of priests to the scientific.
teaching of atheism.
Here is a rundown:
Soviet Union: The Communist
party newspaper Pravda recently
admitted "atheist education" has
had no impact on "the hard core
of believers." Estimates which
may be too high place the number of persons belonging to vanout religious faiths in the Soviet
Union at 93 million.
Bulgaria: Bulgarians traditionally are stubborn adherents to
the Eastern Orthodox Church,
and Christmas and Easter find
churches and nearby streets and
squares crowded.
Czechoslovakia: The anti-religious campaign has had considerable success among young
people. But Ostrava newspaper
Nova Svoboda has complained
that more and more church
members are ready to turn 10
per cent of their income over to
the church.
FAILURE IN GERMANY
East Germany: After erection
of the Berlin wall in August
1961, the Communists redoubled
their efforts to split the German
Evangelical Church into east and
west. The effort so far has failed.
A Protestant official estimated
that 60 per cent of the young
people in East Germany attend
church.
Hungary: The regime recognizes the strong religious feeling
of the majority and has hesitated
to clamp down too hard.
Poland: Church situation has
worsened steadily in past few
years but still is best of all Cornniunist bloc countries.
Romania: Older persons appear to be immune to atheist
propaganda, although it is showing some effects among teenagers.

U.S. International
Students Increase
NEW YORK (UPI) -- The
number of International students, faculty members and
scholars in the United States
during 1961-1962 reached 72,113
a new high, according to the
Institute of International Education.
The institute said the total
was an increase of 8.5 per cent
above the previous year.
American colleges and universities reported an increase of 10
per cent in the number of international students, but the number of faculty members from
abroad rose by a sharp 52 per
cent.
The institute’s survey showed
there were 58,086 students from
149 countries enrolled in institutions of higher learning in the
United States. Thirty-seven per
cent were from Asia, 17 per cent
from Latin America, 14 per cent
from the Near and Middle East
and 11 per cent from North
America (Canada and Bermuda). Canada sent the highest
individual total with India and
Nationalist China second and
third.
More than 5,500 professors
and scholars from abroad were
affiliated with U.S. colleges and
universities.
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Fun with Dictionary
In Spartan Cafeteria
Editor:
I accidentally opened a dictionary, and when my eyes beheld the word "juke-box," I immediately thought of Tim Barr’s
slanderous attack on the cafeteria music. I’m glad he didn’t
check the meaning of "juke-box"
the word was derived from
"jook-house" which meant "a
house of prostitution," and he
may have stated that music has
been prostituted, i.e., sold its
"artistic integrity for low or unworthy purposes."
Such a statement would be
unfair, un-American, etc. Why,
just this morning I heard a
fabulous song
well, I thought
so until I noted that the "singing" was from one who had just
spilled hot coffee on himself.
Actually, I knew it wasn’t a
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Editor:
In a recent statement the
president of the ASB and the
editor of the Spartan ktily ad.
vocated the idea of waiving tui.
lion fees for foreign students.
We appreciate the initiative
taken by these two student
leaders. We think that such a
step in this direction will go a
long way in reducing the fin.
cial burden on the majority af
foreign students.
Our hope is that this issue
will be taken up by the state
officials and CSCSPA, in their
forthcoming conference at San
Jose State campus.
Perry S. Walls. India
ASH A10997
Faye Z. Arikat, Jordan
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Anwer Stephen Too, Iraq
ASH 442
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Laurence .1. A’alente, USA
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George M. Maalout, Lehanim
ASH A8188
Bent Carlsson, Suede’s
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Foreign Students
Thank Prexy, Editor
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winter in Bermuda . . .
shorts, that is!
Cost is no object, when we come up with
a special like this one!
Sizes 7 to 15 in black, green, red, camel
and loden.
You,

Editor:
We thoroughly enjoyed Monday’s cartoon. Although the satire was perhaps a bit savage,
the point was well made. Nevertheless, we feel that some defense might conceivably be made
for the U.S. press, biased though
it may be. In the words of the
noted French playwright Genet,
"Everything can be demonstrated to be untrue." Sauve qui
pout, mesamis.
Prams% R. Fertig
ASB A9847
Bill Sumner
ASB A903
Jack W. Pockman
ASH A7185
R. W. Davis
ASH A11867
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BERMUDAS
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Editorial ’Cartoon’
Praised by Students

leeord
was too relaxing
to t*
such. And I wasn’t really fp*
when the cat got caught
in the
dishwashing machine
sound was too ordinary.
The fIll/Sic played in the
Lelia plays a very importantOltie
ride
in our scholastic endeavor. 114,1
else could startle students into
wakefulness and set them
ints
motion toward their classrooms^
Each morning as we are
sleek
ily sipping coffee, some soui
gives money to the prostitute,
mean juke-box, we are muaken.
eel and animated, and &pa,’
gladly: I mean, of cours., Se
are glad to go to class.
This music also is very jjr.
portant to our culture. "nature means "the growth of bacteria"
_oopS; wrong one "the
refining of the mind, emotions man.
net’s, taste, etc." Can anyone
deny that our music is so cluing’
The Australian aborigines and
the Mau-Mau have their culture
and we shall have ,U;S.
theirs.
Tom McCall
ASH A2617
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SPECIAL!
are back for the winter
... tailored in beautiful wool

here may he a good preparation
for outside journalism work.
Most editorials today aren’t that
significant a mind -molder anyway. It Is for certain the ones
on the Spartan Daily aien’t. The
most popular items on the editorial page are letters from
he non-professional people."
They are allowed to penetrate.
They can take a stand.
Possibly in time a change may
come. However, I doubt it. I
it because crusading
doubt
journalists are dying out. There
is nothing to crusade for. Might
as well have an explanation
column. "Remember to go to. .."
It would really be a challenge
to pick up this paper and see a
penetrating editorial, well -written, instead of a cheerio--"Let’s
Grin and Carry On" column.
Ken Winkler
.ASB A2960
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Shaw’s Fable ’Androcles and the Lion’
To Open 1962-63 SJS Drama Season
II) BOB l’ACINI
The curtain goes up tomorrow night at 8:15 In College Theater
for the fiist time on the Speech and Drama Department’s production of George Bernard Shaw’s fable, "Androcles and the Lion."
Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama, is director
of the play.
A large student cast of 28 has been assembled for the unarm?Ion which requires three complete changes of scenery.
Amoding to the Drama Box
Office, a law single tickets rephilosopher and wrote major esmain for t he performance tosays on Ibsen and Wagner, the
morrow and Saturday night.
last being the subject of late of
Many good tickets are availShow’s mont familiar works,
able for the performances set
"The Perfect Wagnerite."
for Oct. 24-27.
He broke out in a new direcStudent admission with an
tion in 1892 as a playwright.
AS11 Cal.(’ is 50 cents. General
admission is $1.25.
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GROWL?Gerald Gogcl, in lion’s gsrb, and Ann Mcrris take
.1 break at "And,ocles" rehearsal.

Author Describes Some
Eggheads as Cacklers
119
CALI
STA:\nr(
- AmerAuthor Bruce Bliven
ica’s intellectuals could he of
more help if they would quit
wringing their hands over the
culture and
state of the no ti
"rejoin the human lace."
Bliven. a recent speaker at
Stanford Unner,ity. said he
holds no special Inlet for Arneriiqm culture but he said "many
things are good about it and
getting better."
’Our way of life is being challenged in the cold war as mkt’r
in the past." he said. "We can’t
afford to have out intellectuals
actiwz, like passengers on a ship
in a had storm. standing on the
top deck and sneering at the
efforts r,f the (Htv

Bakrnas
Flower
Shop
Corsages
for the
Coronation
Ba lit
CV 2.0462

lOtn & Sar-‘ Clara

Vriner Whir of The
A
ilrerl the kind
eI intellectual he h:,d in mind.
Such a man, he said. is rine "who
wouldn’t dream of listening to a
phonogrreth until it was renamed
a
who
-pr..es AM radio
hut adores F51; who never looked
at a mita it’ until the Scandinavians and the French began rat,during films that are happily
unintelligible; who repudiates his
own egghead friends if by chance
they write a book that sells
wid-ly.; and who won’t brave a
TV sct but go next door to look
whenever a good documentary is
scheduled."
Mit en said such persons make
it
-how of dephirin4 Cainii’But then, he added, one
ii]to the other: "Why
it
offbeat, hourge:,,
II
-,.-iety-repudiating
WI
like
everybody
else?"
The trouble is. Bliven said, the
may -sayers have an importance
beyond their numbers because
they’re so articulate. He pointed
I. -Italics carried iiut at Stan 1, I’d University showing that re,111y gitted people tend to be
me,..:arieus and outgoing, and
Wing ht accept lite on its own
t tt
a
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On Stage

PLAY FOR CHILDREN
"I Wrote ’Androcles’ partly:
to show Barrie how a play for
children should he handled, Shaw once remat ked.
Probably many people may
Shaw’s comment at lace
His play. 110Weler, is 11
111,11. than just a comic laity

Ilere is the cast for the Speech
anal Drama Depautment’s production of Shaav’s "Androcles
and the Lion," premiering tomorrow night at 81,8 in College
Theater.
The Lion
Gerald Gogol
Androcles
Arthur Conn
Megaera
Zoe Karnitses
Beggar
Marcy Magnus
Ann Morris
Lavinia
Centurion
Charles Drew
Captain Raymond
Raymond Gouve;e
Lentulus
Jack Stoclidele
Matellus
Kevin Seligman
Fer ovius
Gerald Protest
Ss:with
H. Jarner Tellefsen
Keeper of the Lana
Nick Lymberis
Retiatius
Reginald Maloney
Secular
Richard Dussell
CatiEoy
Bradley Fry
Edit,
Dennis Fimple
Caesar
Russell Holcomb
Man in Etruscan Mask
Jack Baker

11’s it fable, a satire, a rich
comedy and a political expose.
Shaw once said that he wrote
-Androcle,, and the Lion." not
as a drama portraying a conflict
between a false theology and
a true one, "hut as what all
such persecutions are: an attempt to suppress a pi opaganda
that seemed to thieaten the interests invoked in the established law and older, organized
and maintained i nthe name of
religion and justice by politician
who are pore 44pportun-
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PO1110 recitals, free to the public, by Madeleine Edwards, 14,
and Maria Frederic, 17, will be
presented at Villa Montalvo,
near Saratoga this Sunday at
2 p.m.
Both residents of San Jose,
the young musicians are students of Thomas Ryan, professor
of music.
Miss Edwards has given recitals about the Bay Area and
appeared with San Jose Symphony in a performance of the
Beethoven Second Piano Concerto,
Featured among Miss Edwards’ selection for this Sunday
will he Haydn’s Sonata in E
flat.
Miss Frederico has appeared
with the Youth Symphony in a
performance on the difficult
Hungarian Fantasy for Piano
and Orchestra of Liszt.
For her program Miss Fred ericu has chosen the 32 Varialions in C minor of Beethoven
and two compositions of Chopin,
Berceuse and Ballade in A flat.
The soloists were selected by
the Montalvo Music Committee
after auditions earlier in the
year.
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TO THE ARENACaesar corfrcrts Androcles in a tense scene
from "Androcles and the Lion. Androele; is Arthur Conn, with
Russell Holcomb as Caesar.
at his way
Ii II I’ll, I I i .11 VI rho Preiorinn
I.
Pirsrrois the Christian men
are Oriven Imo the arena, with
the exc. Itti.tri of Androcles.
In a tail: ant conclusion. the
xpocted happens.
now
Cacs,,r loses and regains his dighave a future
nity. the a
,.41.as
;and
all ati
s where
At id ocles. as, a. I
Shaw brines his curt am down.

,1,-,41., the elle,10.4oners
ness of mairytrdatin.
Their talk is interrupted lay an
IIn; driver who declares he Is
delivering a new lion M.’ the
arena. The prisoners joke about
being various parts id the lions
supper.
The prisoners are waitine
meet death in the arena. and
they react in a variety of wri>s
,111.or it, %kith
1,11sirrg course 44 action.
Caesar not the usual type of

ira
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Free lunch following lectures
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FREE PARKING

The prologue is a clearing in
a forest. A lion, a thorn stuck
in one of its [taint paws, limps
about and groans over the atTi!Ming thing. Thankfully. he falls
asleep.
anal
Androcles, a Greek :
,t.
and
his wife Msigiur,
,,, come
after a "clomes1,,
upon the sleep:rig 1.m. Androcles wrestles with the thorn.
with amusing results Mr both
him and Magaera.
The first act is set on one ot
the many roads that lead 1,,
Rome.
A group ad Christian prisoners
are being led to the Colessitim,
among them a Salley, ,;lairiunt
young girl. Lavinia.
A Roman captain. with an obvious eye for Lavinia, warns the
group of its fate. He pleads with
Lavinia and they debate the
merits of martyrdom.
More prisoners arrive, including Androeles and Ferrovitts and
Spmtho,
After a coma. scene with two
young Roman courtiers, the pi 1S

111

Chapel
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n/09 mid up
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Borne to face the ordeals of the
Colessium.
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ShaWs
Lion" is a comic -fable of Christian prisoners on their way to

in
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Christian Martyrs

Recitals Set
By Pianists

LIBERAL LIBERALS
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) -Poet Robert Frost said last week
at Trinity College that "all the
liberals have had a liberal education,"
"That’s what’s the matter with
them, I suppose," he added.
LAST CHANCE
LONDON I UPI a -Dury Lane
Theater, where "My Fair Lady"
is playing, placed this sign under
its marquee:
last two years."
"Urgent

WHO
)rra

IITA

SPARTAN DAMP..8

1982

Others in the lengthy cast include
Louise
Wallace,
James
Guissi, Gretchen Greene, Sandra
Emery, Robert Bigelow, Lumen
Coati and Ray Baptista as the
Chr fat ian pi isoners.
Robert Franklin, Steven Barrett. Steve Trinwith and Larry
Arnie are the Roman soldiers.
Stage manager is Gall Lundin.
Marcy Magnus is prompter.

MODERNIST, SKEPTIC
11 might be expected that
Shaw, a modernist, a scientist
and skeptic might make the
New Testament the object of
his piercing and devastating
humor.
But the Christian characters
in "Androcles." are warmly human and in the end triumphant.
Shaw emerges as an obvious defender and admirer.
The drama was written in
1912, preceded by such well
known Shaw works as "Man
and Superman," "Major Bartiara," and "The Doctor’s Dilemma."
When "Androcles." was pro11111Tfi in London in 1913. some
eensidered it blasphemous, probably because Shaw interpreted
Rome’s persecution of the Christians as political rather than
religious.
BORN IN DUBLIN
Shaw was born in Dublin in
18.5E of peasant stock and died
at Ayot St. Lawrence, in England in 1950.
During the latter part of the
19th century he established himself as journalist -critic of hooks,
music, pictures and drama.
He was an, economist and a
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Christian Project

M Station
Needs More
Personnel

Mexican Poverty, Brotherhood
Mark Sociology Major’s Trip

STUFFING A MAILBOXSophomore Bain* Silva and Ke,tn
Tatahasni president o4 Sigma Delta Chi send a bundle of Spartan Daily Send Home Editions’ on their way. The newspapers
.01 be on sale again today in front of the cafeteria and the
Spartar Bookstore. Only a Nerited nt,mber of the ’Send Horne

Editions* are left.

Prof Correlates
Art, Existentialism
In New Paperback
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38 Respond
To Scooter
Parking Poll
As of 4.30 :.estercias afternoon.
38 San Jose State students responded to the Spartan Daily rr.- torcycle and scooter poll hem_
taken for the San Jose City Traffic
Planning Commission.
These 38 names will be turned
over to the planning commissioner.
who will in turn seek to find a
way to ease the parking situation
for the small vehicles at SJS.
It was hoped that a greater
number would respond in order to
make the scooter -riding students’
position stronger.
A controversy arose earlier this
semester when ths campus and
city police began ticketing scooters
and cycles which were jammed behind cars and parked in red zones
S, -ter riders promptly rewith a mass park -in. The
-; r.’- . -. n seems to have died down
but the problem still exists, and could flare up again at
any time
PAPER PLENTY
The
NEW YORK iUFI
age American family uses alit:
a ton of paper a year. the Amen.
cn Forest Products Ind .
- :nates.

"All staff
-.
ris the proje
date.- Delatorn s.,..
specific need for er..:s
writers. announcer-No experience is nt
said.
Interested pers,r.Frank Hermes pr
in SD132 or Thur10:30 am.,and 11 .0
p.m.. or on Enda;
11.15 am

Officers Elected
By French Club
Mike Shaffer ,..
dent for Le C.
SJS French C..,
Working v
newly -elected of f.
s ice president. P
tary: Ed Huckas:.
Lillian Richar
chairman. and Eselsri :
licit) chairman.
Nest club meeting
day at 3:10 pm in
Cafeteria.

CAR CORNER
61 Falcon
2 door
IUSED
to Falcon "Futur"
59 Chorrole+
4 door sedan
60 Chorrolot "Impala

1199 S. F;rst

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Sptecial Stodont Ro’.

latest models
fully guaranteed
no deposit

CIVIL
ENGINEERING
LICENSE
REVIEW
A NEW BOOK
BY DONALD G. NEWMAN
Registered Professional Engineer
Associate Professor, Engineering. San Jose Stale College
ComF!efe detailed solutions to all Part 1 problems in the
April, 1962: August, 1961: and November 1960 Cali-

forrila Civil Engineering Profestional Eraminations, plus
all the problems from these three examinations.
172 pages.
$5.
Ave., Palo Alto or
California
SEE IT AT STACEY’S 405
order by mail with the convenient coupon.

Just Published

DA 6-9955

copy (copies) of CIVIL ENGINEER.
Please Rush
ING LICENSE REVIEW by Newman.
Enclosed is $5.00 (plus 47; sales tax in Calif.)
Charge to my account.
NAME

CITY

A man with Alopecia Universalise
doesn’t need this deodorant
He could use a woman s roll on with impunity. Mennen
Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ...where perspiration starts
Mennen Spray Deodorant does lust that It gets through to the
skin And it works All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant Have you tried it yet?
64s and $1.00 plus tax
.CV41,44.

ADO RESS
._ ZONE__ STATE

: Free

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

California Civil Engineering Problems and Solutions

2575 Hanover Street
Palo Alto. California

Free
Frei.
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Dr. Arturo B. Fathers SJS professor of philosophy. recently wrote
a new paperback book titled -Art
and Existentialism." a PrenticeHall publication.
Dr Fallico’s work attempts to
answer S uch questions as "What
is the place of art in existentialism"
’, and "Does art have a purpose in a philosophy which regards
life as an encounter with nothingnest" In writing it, the author
GREATEST IMPRESSION
turned to many European sources
"My
visit to a very poorevillage, All tickets for the Benny Goodas yet unavailable in English.
left the greatest impression on,
Dr. Fallico. a native of Italy, got me." Alvarez said. ’The people, man concert with the Oakland
his Ph.D. degree at the University !lived in miserable conditions of, Symphony Orchestra, Oct. 26 in
of Chicago where he taught before In,.
poverty, and yet they gave their Morris Dailey Auditorium, have
joining the San Jose State College , lose so abundantly to each other
been taken, according to the Stufaculty in 1948. In addition to be- ato
and
me. a stranger."
dent Affairs Business Office.
ing a teacher of philosophy, he is;
The 1.100 tickets, free to stu.lso a painter and a sculptor.
i Commenting on the political
. views of the people. Alvarez re- dents and faculty, were snapped
ported that, while capitalism is; up in two days.
Foreign Students
"t highly regarde’t e’Dmmunism. Goodman will join the Oakland
even less esteemed because it ’orchestra in a performance of the
Is anti-Christian.
Mozart Concerto for Clarinet and
-The people just haven’t de- Orchestra in A Major.
Also listed fur the program are
A welcome party for interna- cided on their political position."
Beethos.en’s overture to "Egmont ..
tional students will be held to- he said.
After graduation Alvarez hopes and the Symphony No 2 in D Manight from 8 to 10 p.m. at the
International Students. Center. to work as a consultant on Mexi- jor of Brahms.
across from the Sainte Claire Ho- can -American relations in Cali- . As an added treat Goodman
fornia. He feels that education is will stage a 45-minute jam session
tel. 285 S Market St.
According to Lana Lawson, of prime necessity for the ad- ifollowing the concert.
I party chairman. the party will be vancement of Mexico.
’ At that time persons unable to
open to all international students.
tickets for the performance
MEXICO STILL BACKWARD ’get
Two groups. the SJS recreation
, will be allowed to enter the audi-Mexico is still backward, even I torium to fill seats vacated by
department and Alpha Phi sorority are helping with party prep- though it is the most ads anced of those who niay wish to lease after
the Latin American ceuntries" the concert portion of the proarations.
There will be entertainment. said Alsarsz. "One example is the gram
. but the main purpose. stated Miss the life of the -bracerrs’ Hs earns
Lawson is to get to know the money in the U.S.his land of ,
’opportunityand returns to Mex-’
students.
ico to use that money for drink
’ and enjoyment.
"Yet many of the Mexican,
The Roger WiLiams Fellowship homes do not have outhouses! Re and the Wesley Foundation will ligion. too, consists of outward
sponsor a folk sing party tumor- Performances and not encugh intellectual understanding. Educarust’ night at 7.3!) p.m.
The party, which a ill be held lion is the only answer."
at the Wesley Foundation, 441, Alsarez, whose parents are nap.Su. blii0cth St. will he open to the live Mexicans, won a five-year
Mexican -American scholarshif

KSJS San Jose to dio station v r.: r . .
broadcasting
needs ad.1.-,
nel. acc.

Welcomed Tonight

AN ENTIRE ISSUE ON CALIFORNIA!

_ FE

from SJS inli.56 He returned the
balance of the scholarship last
year. after earning enough money
to complete his college education.
While at SJS. Alvarez sened
one-year as president of the Newman Club.
Alvarez had opportunities to
WORKER
study aspect: ’of Mexican life
The Christian Worker Col ps was
through his daily work, weekend
begun last year by a group of
travels, and attendance at dulness.
Yale University students, and has
-lances and picnics.
expanded to 25 other areas since
then. Alvarez’ group was .1.0nBUILT MEDICAL CENTER
sored by individual Stanford UniZLnapecuaro. where Alvarez was
versity doctors,
who donatPri
stationed, was one of 2.5 towns
and partia ....participating in the Christian medical equipment
mg expenses for the North’.:.
Worker Corps program. The small.
California students. Those sen!
400-year-old Aztec town. is located
were of Catholic and Protestant
about six hours by car from Mexi-,
faiths.
co City Townspeople of Zinapecu"Attempts of this kind have
aro and corps workers joined in
erecting a medical dispen.sary and failed before because they have
a recreation center for the city. been carried out by missionaries,’
Equipment for the buildings was commented Alvarez. -The result
provided by businessmen in Mexi- has been rivalry among the sari ens religious sects. However, here
co City.
the Catholics and Protestants
really experienced a sense of
united with the emphasis
brotherhood when I saw the men. . have
a Christian attitude. Only
women and children of the town still on
ending such internal strife
doing what they could in their by
among Christian groups can anyspare moments to help construct
thing be accomplished." he
the new buildings." said Alvarez.
eluded,
Besides his work on the building
projects. Alvarez taught English
to the doctor, the postman. and
the priest of the town. As most of
the corps workers spoke only a
nurumum of Spanish. he also acted
as the interpreter between the
corpsmen and the townspeople.
or Leas.. capitalist,lei/Ltd Si4.r.
mones-grat.bers We tried to establish frusndehips which would
leave good ungressiisns Our efforts were desoted simply to making friends "

Goodman Concert
Seats Taken;
Gone in 2 Days

IN

no-ey.

Bi trAIL 11.1i.V170%
If senior Sal Alsarez seems unduly enthusiastic anniit his major
in sociology this semester. it could
be because of some hard work he
;set-formed in Mexico ch.r...sg the
summer
Al, aiez w.,s one of 360 US
students in the Christian Worker
Corps working shoulder-to-shoulder with Mexicans on development
projects
’The max: purtose of the
Christian Worker Corps is to
counteract the maicneesrnas’ or
bad impressions the United States
left by history." Alvarez explained.
Many of these impressions were
created by big business. which
United States citizens the
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Carter Moves Into Fifth Place
Nationally in Passing Yardage

g? a ity

sports

el

rhurnday,

San Jose State’s first string
quarterback Rand Car ter now
ranks as the fifth best quarterback
in the nation in passing. Carter,
moved up trom tenth position due
to his fine effort against Idaho
last Saturday.
Carter has completed 46 of 74
passes for an average of .622 and
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Use of Ineligible Men
Hurts Team’s Chances
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Sigs win H
,eason as 1 result of
Although ATV and Ihe
have two of the most lamed ill Phi Sigs’ forfeit.
Lu mhda Chi moved even with
cams in the intramural football
program, they hurt themselves ATC) by edging Sigma Chi, 7-6.
Tuesday by using ineligible men. I John Proctor passed for the winThus the fratermity league ning tally. Theta Chi captured
standings were bunched even tnore, its first victory after four straight
A touchdown and a safety
ch-ely at the top of the heap.
’.0 it an 8-0 win over Sigma Nu.
hut
47-0,
P1.
Sig
.tTO mauled
T%0 independont ieugue Karnes
an Ineligible man caused Vt0
ODN’..: %sin over the
he.S
in a
to suffer its
iitistlers. The Illustlers forfeited
no
row The game itself saw
tor the third time and ;ire hi’ %sinner since Sigma Pi tiluw. ’silt lug dropped f
the lealele.
ter as it forfeited too.
The International House holds
Wins by SAE, PiKA. and DU an undisputed lead over the rest
resulted in knocking ATO out of of the C league. It defeated Rainits first place position, which it er’s Raiders. 27-0. Bob Futterer
has held since the beginning (if again led the International House
to victory by throwing a passing
the year.
SAE nipped LISP. 7-0, on a 60- attack that Rainer’s Raiders could
yaird pass play from Jim McGuire not contain. Futterer hit Bill Alto Pete Petrinovich. PiKA rolled bert three times and Chad Schneluser Sig Eps by a 27-0 margin. ler once for four touchdowns.
The crucial fraternity league
Boh Graham connected on two
touchdown passes and ran for two game on tap totlay is DU vs. PiKA.
.:,. Actually DC leads PiKA with
himself. He threw one to
i,ree wins, two ties against PiKA’s
Buck and the o I her to
Grah,,,
it r. ii tIts
’hive wins, a loss and a tie.
Other games are SAE vs. Sig
iSp vs. Sigma Chi, Lambda
-. Theta Xi. Sigma Nu %,
A 10 and Sigma Pi vs. Theta Chi
Two independent league games
En’ weeklay or weekend pleasure a battle Isetween DI’
assorted speed bikes available
S.o. 2 and Phi Sig NH. 2 and a
I league contest ifs which ODN
meets the Saints. This latter
game could determine the league
I. 2, 3, 10, 15 speed bikes.
leader.
10 speed low as $69.95
Intramural action in the next
weeks includes the "Little
Bicycle race. the Turkey
liot and the Greek Relays. EnAt the finest array of bikes
for the bike race are due
in all Santa Clara County
Friday. Oct. 27 and the time
trials are Nov. 3.
(NEST IN SALES AND SERVICE
The Turkey Trot rosters are due
Nov. 16 and the "trot" is Nov, 21.
The Greek Relay take place right
1435 The Alameda
3.9766
,i the Turkey Trot.

RENT A BIKE
BUY A BIKE

OR GANDER

l’AU:S CYCLES

,:"...w..":".--:,..V.:".,-..,WieW.W.W.e.,010,4

Student Bowling

3.5233

35c . .

CO.

anytime!

other student benefits
TRY our

STEAK $145
16 Clean Alleys

o

Downtown Bowl

375 W. Santa Clara St,

Friday October 26
is the day
for

CT 4-7800

-Photo by B.,
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RAMMING FOR YARDAGE-An unidentified Spartan back
bulls his way for yardage as Larry Strohmeyer (20) of the Idaho
Vandals tries to stop him in last Saturday’s game on a rain.
soaked Spartan Stadium gridiron. The runners were hampered
by the slippery field. They couldn’t move around the end Most
of the rushing was done up the middle.
r

Harraway,
Ken Berry
Lead Frosh

339 yards gained His average
second best in the nation
The Spartans us ill be facing
a good plowing quarterback in
Artwna State’s .1 0I. n Jacob..
Saturda!, at Temp,. Last week
Jacobs. c pleted IS mouses to
set is nest Sun Desil record. Ifis
attumpta. 22, aim also a record.

irk

ill

Ida
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Lorick. Keller and Tay .1,, :tr.
.unning one- t wo-t hree in s,,,rirr:
i or the Devils Lorick has se. Wed
lye touchdowns for 30 points Keler has three TDs and a Rvo-poisit
Last week the Sun Devils Iwo PAT for 20 points and Taylor has
points.
a tough game to West Texas Statelt hree TDs lor
15-14; It was the first loss of the , The Spartans’ top score ris
season from the Tempe eleven. , ohnny Johnson who has thret
They now have a 2-1-1 record. The t ouehdowns and a two-point PAT
Texans won despite the loss of their 1 or 20 points. Walt Roberts. Jeri’,
top back, Pete Pedro, who leads ! ,illetto, Chuck Elder, and Jerry
the nation in rushing. He sat out Ludy each have a TOUetyl,,Wri for
because of a pulled muscle.
’ 6 point,
The Sun Devils have some fine
receivers to take Jacobs’ passe.End Roger Locke is being Lowe.:
as an All -America candidate In
the Devils. The coaching start ’unanimous in the opinion that
Locke has all the equipment Ti
become one of the all-time great
ends. They say that he is a hustler
a team leader and was picked as
the outstanding lineman in sprink
practice.
Last fall he caught 14 passes for
222 yards and two touchdowns. Ile
averaged 16.5 yards per catch.

Hard running fullback Charles
Harraway and quarterback Ken
Berry, key instruments in San Jose
State’s frosh football win over the
Cal Poly yearlings Friday, are leading the Spartababes in offensive
statistics.
Harraway, a 210-pound speedster, gained 126-yards rushing in
15 carries. His average gain of 8.4
leitall ball carriers. His two touchdown scampers, one for 59 yards,
points establish him
San .1( ,se State’s Spartans, the Dean Miller’s crew gets its first and two extra
as leading scorer with 14 points.
real
test
of
the
year
.
No. 1 cross country team in the
Berry, despite the obstacle of
In addition to Lueke, halfback
The two schools did compete intermittent rain, completed six of Tony Lorick has been tops in the
nation, may find its toughest comagainst
each
other
in
Sacramento
and
a
yarcis
eleven
passes
for
71
receiving department. Before last
petition this Friday afternoon at
State Invitational Saturday, but fine .546 percentage. Reserve quar- week’s game he had .’aught the
4 from the Stanford Indians.
unsatisfactory conditions may have terbacks Ned Reilly and Mike Er- musses for ISM yards and a
In one of the top dual meets limited the true power of the Indivin were also impressive on the down to lead the team.
of the year in Northern California ans. currently ranked third in the
damp field.
at the Palo Alto campus, coach country.
Dale Keller, the Devils’ left end
Rich Peasley, second string end,
had caught five passes for 96 yard Even thought the Stanford group caught a 70-yard touchdown aerial
before the West Texas game. II,
placed 22 points in back of SJS, thrown by Ervin to lead in total
replacement, Alonzo Hill, had to
it has one of the more balanced y a rds on pass receptions. Bob
receptions for 41 yards, whit
teams around. Two standouts, how- Harkins leads in number of reLocke had two receptions rut :A
ever, are Harry McCalla and frosh ceptions with three. while Toni
yards.
Dave Dubner. Dubner finished Knowles and Dave Salinero caught
Passing is just part of the Sun
third in the meet Saturday with a two apiece.
George Ruby, guard, was out- Devils offense. Lorick, in addition
time of 18:28.
standing on defense, as he led the to catching passes, is also a good
On the other hand, SJS has a Sparts in tackles with five. Har- runner. He leads the Arizona State
handful of top collegiate runners,
kins made the only pass intercep- team In rushing with 267 yards on
including two All-Americans. At
tion of the day, while Dennis Nevin 35 carries.
the present, Danny Murphy is
The big man in the Arizona
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -Walt probably the best runner Miller blocked a Cal Poly punt.
running game is halfback Charlie
groundeleven
Coach
Bob
Jones’
Alston yesterday was named to has. Murphy has dominated the
ed out 187 yards and passed for Taylor. Taylor is second to Lor.
manage the Los Angeles Dodgers winning efforts so far this year 177 for a total of 364. Cal Poly
for a 10th season, scuttling rumors with wins at the Long Beach State managed only 21 net yards against
the tough SJS defense. gaining 25
he would be fired because his team Invitational and at Sacramento,
Jeff Fishback and Ron Davis are through the air, but losing four on
blew the National League penback from last year’s team which the ground.
nant on the final day of the seaThe Spartababes return to acplaced second in the NCAA finals
son.
at East Lansing, Mich. Fishback tion Saturday morning at 10
The announcement was made and Davis gained All-American against Stanford in Palo Alto.
by E. J. "Buzzie" Bavasi, general honors there along with Charlie
manager and vice president of the Clark, who is now out of school.
I San Jose State’s %sinless soccer
1),)dgers.
Fishback placed second (18:08,
team will close out its home season
and Davis finished fifth 118:44i
tomorrow night against City Col(IIICAGO tUPI)--The Chicago Saturday. Other Spartan finishers INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS - RUSHING lege of San Francisco in Spartan
TCB YDS I NET AVG
Cubs yesterday traded slugging high in the standing were Jose
15 126 0 126
8.4 Stadium at S.
int fielder George Altman and Azevedo, sixth, Ben Tucker, sev- Harraway
Coach Julie Menendez’ club has
Durham
1
0 0
0
0.0
pitcher
Horace
tenth,
Don
St.
Gurule.
Cardwell
the
Gene
to
enth,
f.
Foley
2
10 0
10
5.0 dropped its first five matches, hot
Louis Cardinals in return for Whitehead. 19th. and Tom Tuite, Parker
2
13 0
13
6.5 only the last two counted in league
Sigue
4 24 0 24
6.0
,o pitchers Larry Jackson and Lindy 20th.
standings. Monday night’s 4-0 loss
Wiggins
1
I
0
I
1.0
NIcDaniel.
9
19 0
19
2.! to Cal practically eliminated the
Berry .
.
Reilly
3
The Cubs also traded catcher
0 9 -9 -3.0 Spartans from championship con4.0 tention. but with four league en4
Salinero
1
4 0
ss Moe Thacker to the Cardinals in
Erwin
2
0 6 -6 -3.0 counters they can still place high
’:’turn for another catcher, Jim
Cobbs
5 0
5
5.0
ss: Schaffer, in a straight three-for- - - -- - In the standings.
three swap.
Having pl a yed the two lu,
TOTALS
41 202 IS I87
4.6
Anyone interested in joining the
teams in the conference, USF and
$1 Altman, 29, had been the Cubs’
PASSING
leading hitter during the past two San Jose State ski team is asked
Att Cp Yds TO Pet Cal, in their last two starts. the
11
6 71 I
.546 Spartans will be taking on 11,,
to contact Turley Mings in C11143 Berry ...
Reilly
3
3
36 1 1.000 returning champs in CCSF.
e
*
or Lawrence Borino in ADM102. Er. 4
1
70 1
.250
Regular goalie Slobodan
- - - MILWAUKEE I UPI) -Bobby Jumpers and cross country skiers
who missed two games because
II
TOTALS
10
177
3
SU
Bragan yesterday was named are urgently needed.
a hand injury, played well against
manager of the Milwaukee Braves
PASS RECEIVING
the Bears and will be in the startNO
YDS
TO
to succeed Birdie Tebbetts, who
ing lineup tomororw night.
Harkins
3
23
0
RECORD
TRACK
GATE
resigned several days ago.
L loyd Mired, a Venezuelan
2
43
Knowles ....
Bragan managed the Pittsburgh
NEW YORK (UPI) -The rec- Salinero .
. 2
20
2 sprint sensation, is back with the
Pirates in 1956 and 1957 and the ord attendance for a thorough- Peasley
I
70
1 SJS squad and should lend some ,
I
16
1 needed scoring punch to the lineup.
Cleveland Indians in 1958. This bred race track in New York was Wiggins
.1
Scardine
5
0
past season he was a coach with set at Aqueduct on Memorial day
The Spartans have scored only burr
the Houston Colts.
in 1960 when 70,992 attended.
TOTALS
10
177
3 goals in five games.

Spartan Cindermen
Face Toughest Foe

11i

L.A. Rehires
Alston for ’62,
Scuttle Rumor

State Soccermen
Close Home Slate
Tomorrow Night

it’s the end!

Frosh Statistics

SJS Ski Team
Needs Members

Regular one-manband
this coat. Scotchgard’
treated to give the brushoff to rain or snow. Acrylic
pile lining zips in or out to
keep you in tune with the
temperature. Short and
trim; staccato -styled in
fine Gabardine; new Fall
iridescent shades;
$29.95 at swingin’ stores.
111

Tempo Weathercoat
al.a

Art

a t-

A

Martinez

290 South

F,,st to

the PEACOCK

HENRY’S IS OPEN!
SCRUMPTIOUS BURGERS

PP

CRISP FRENCH FRIES

i?1)11M(0
To The
Spartan Daily

CREAMY MILK SHAKES

SHRIMP BOAT DINNER
Complete except for beverage and dessert

DELICIOUS FISH SANDWICH
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY SPECIAL
(EVERY WEEK)
6 BURGERS AND 1/2 POUND
OF FRIES FOR ONLY

154
104
204
72
294
5100

INSTANT SELF-SERVICE
Place Your

Ord, and

Pci

t Up Immcl atly

PATIO AREA
Large and Chian. w;t1t Plenty of Pienic Tables

515 S. 10th St.
AT WILLIAM

PARKING
Fore

OPEN
11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.
DAILY
PHONE: 295-1510

Parking for 50 Ca,

PHONE ORDER SERVICE
Call

In

You, 0,der and Piek it Up in 10 1.4

--11111111117

Thin 41,ky, oet 19 1qc,

41-83’ARTAN DAILY

Christian Project

FM Station
Needs More
Personnel

Mexican Poverty, Brotherhood
Mark Sociology Major’s Trip
By GAIL GRANZOW
lf senior Sal Alvarez seems unduly enthusiastic about his major
in sociology this semester, it could
be because of some hard work he
performed in Mexico during the
tiummer.

Photc by S. T
STUFFING A MAILBOXSophomore Elaine Silva and Keith
Takahashi, president of Sigma Delta Chi, send a bundle of Spartan Daily -Send Home Editions" on their way. The newspapers
will be on sale again today in front of the cafeteria and the
Spartan Bookstore. Only a limited number of the "Send Home
Editions- are left.

LIFE
THIS
WEEK

Foreign

CALIFORNIA’S PEOPLE: For millions of
California is the land of milk and

no-..ey. 365,000 people will move there this year.
be our most populous state! CALIFOPNIA’S PAST: Novelist Irving Stone writes

Sccn it will

his native state in an

The Tomorrow Country.- CALI-

f t;

1:7,,PI:M’S POLITICS: Can the man who
."

astute

elected President win his own state?
report on California’s hotly controver-

’,ia politics. CALIFORNIA’S WINES: a special LIFE Guide reminds you of what wines to
c.rder with .what

foods. CALIFORNIA’S

WOMEN: The Golden state produces most of
-he haiiich bathing

suitsand girlz who can

really

wear them! CALIFORNIA’S SCHOOLS:
There’s a college for almost everyone in the
largest educational system in the nation. CALIFORNIA’S ART: It’s wide open, swinging
to far-out abstractionism.
ON THE COVER: Yosemite’s Fire Fall at
night. A breathtaking photo of one of California’s
irorr postcard realism

natural scenic wonders. Another LIFE special issue.
Get it

save

it.

Students

Welcomed Tonight

AN ENTIRE ISSUE ON CALIFORNIA!

7-6---crao,e history of

Prof Correlates
Art, Existentialism
In New Paperback
Dr. Arturo a Faille, SJS Pm’
lessor of philosophy, recently wrote
.1 new paperback book titled "Art
and F.xistentialism," a PrenticeI Hall publication.
Dr. Fallico’s work attempts to
Answer such questions as "What
is the place of art in existentialism?" and "Does art have a purpose in a philosophy which regards
life as an encounter with nothingness?" In writing it, the author
turned to many European sources
as yet unavailable in English.
Dr. Faille, a native of Italy, got
his Ph.D. degree at the University
of Chicago where he taught before
lining the San Jose State College
faculty in 1948. In addition to being a teacher of philosophy, he is
also a painter and a sculptor.

IN

:--7-,canz

Alvaiez was one of 360 U.S.
students in the Christian Worker
Corps working shoulder-to-shoulder with Mexicans on development
projects.
"The main purpose of the
Christian Worker Corps is to
counteract the Malcheetimas’ or
bad impressions the United States
left by history." Alvaiez explained.
"Many of these impressions were
created by big business, which
won United States citizens the

from SJS in 1958. He returned the
balance of the scholarship last
year, after earning enough money
to complete his college education.
While at SJS, Alvarez served
one-year as president of the NewAlvarez had opportunities to man Club,
WORKER
study aspects of Mexican life
The Christian Worker Craps was
through his daily work, weekend
by a group of
travels, and attendance at dinners, begun last year
Yale University students, and has
dances and picnics.
expanded to 25 other areas since
then. Alvarez’ group was sponBUILT MEDI(’AL (’ENTER
Stanford UniZinapecuaro, where Alvarez was sored by individual
donated
stationed, was one of 25 towns versity doctors, who
partial livparticipating in the Christian medical equipment and
the Northern
Worker Corps program. The small, ing expenses for
California students. Those sent
400-year-old Aztec town, is located
Protestant
about six hours by car from Mexi- were of Catholic and
co City. Townspeople of Zinapecu- faiths.
"Attempts of this kind have
aro and corps workers joined in
erecting a medical dispensary and failed before because they have
a recreation center for the city. been carried out by missionaries,"
Equipment for the buildings was commented Alvarez. "The result
provided by businessmen in Mexi- has been rivalry among the various religious sects. However, here
co City.
Catholics and Protestants
"I really experienced a sense of the
with the emphasis
brotherhood when I saw the men, have united
attitude. Only
women and children of the town still on a Christian
strife
doing what, they could in their by ending such internal
Christian groups can anyspare moments to help construct among
be accomplished," he conthe new buildings," said Alvarez. I thing
I eluded.
Besides his walk on the building
projects, Alvarez taught English
to the doctor, the postman, and
the priest of the town. As most of
the corps workers spoke only a
minimum of Spanish, he also acted
as the interpreter between the
corpsmen and the townspeople.
reputation of being capitalistic
money -grabbers. We tried to establish friendships which would
leave good impressions. Our efforts were devoted simply to making friends."

A welcome party for International students will be held tonight from 8 to 10 p.m. at the
International Students’ Center,
across from the Sainte Claire Hotel, 288 S. Market St.
I According to Lana Lawson,
party chairman, the party will be
’open to all international students.
Two groups. the SJS recreation
department and Alpha Phi sororay, are helping with party preparationa
There will be entertainment,
but the main purpose, stated Miss
Lawson. is to get to know the
students.

Folk Singing
The Roger Williams Fellowship
and the Wesley Foundation will
sponsor a folk sing party tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.
The party, which will be held
at the Wesley Foundation. 441
S. 10th St., will he open to ’the
public.

GREATEST IMPRESSION
"My visit to a very poorovillage
left the greatest impression on
me," Alvarez said. "The people
lived in miserable conditions of
poverty, and yet they gave their
love so abundantly to each other
and to me, a stranger."
Commenting on the political
views of the people, Alvarez reported that, while capitalism is
not highly regarded, communism
is even less esteemed because it
is anti-Christi".
"The people just haven’t decided on their political position,"
he said.
After graduation Alvarez hopes
to work as a consultant on Mexican -American relations in California. He feels that education is
of prime necessity for the advancement of Mexico.
MEXICO STILL BACKWARD
"Mexico is still backward, even
though it is the most advanced of
the Latin American countries,"
said Alvarez. "One example is the
the life of the tracero.’ He earns
money in the U.S.his land of
opportunityand returns to Mexico to use that money for drink
and enjoyment.
"Yet, many of the Mexican
homes do not have outhouses! Religion, too, consists of outward
performances and not enough intellectual understanding. Education is the only answer."
Alvarez, whose parents are native Mexicans, won a five-year
Mexican -American scholarship

Goodman Concert
Seats Taken;
Gone in 2 Days

All tickets for the Benny Goodman concert with the Oakland
Symphony Orchestra, Oct. 26 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, have
been taken, according to the Student Affairs Business Office.
The 1,100 tickets, free to students and faculty, were snapped
up in two days.
Goodman will join the Oakland
orchestra in a performance of the
Mozart Concerto for Clarinet and
Orchestra in A Major.
Also listed for the program are
Beethoven’s overture to "Egmont,"
and the Symphony No. 2 in D Major of Brahms.
As an added treat. Goodman
will stage a 45-minute jam session
following the concert.
At that time persons unable to
get tickets for the performance
will be allowed to enter the auditorium to fill seats vacated by
those who may wish to leave after
the concert portion of the program.

SAL ALVAREZ
. sociology major

38 Respond
To Scooter
Parking Poll
As of 4:30 yesterday afternoon,
38 San Jose State students responded to the Spartan Daily motorcycle and scooter poll helm:
taken for the San Jose City Traffic
Planning Commission.
These 38 names will be turned
over to the planning commissioner,
who will in turn seek to find a
way to ease the parking situation
for the small vehicles at SJS.
It was hoped that a greater
number would respond in order to
make the scooter -riding students’
position stronger.
A controversy arose earlier this
semester when the campus and
city police began ticketing scooters
and cycles which were jammed behind cars and parked in red zones
Scooter riders promptly responded with a mass park -in. The
situation seems to have died down
recently, but the problem still exists, and could flare up again at
any time.
PAPER PLENTY
NEW YORK IUPD The average American family yses almo-(
a ton of paper a year. the ArnPI I
can Forest Products Industri,-,
estimates.

KSJS, San Jose State s own ru.
dio station, which expects to begin
broadcasting in early Detents!
needs additional product hut person.
nel, according to John Delateni.
station manager.
"All staff positions must be filled
by the projected first-broadeaqi
date," Delatoni said. Fie cited
specific need for engineers. scrir
writers, announcers and producer,
"No experience is necessary," h,
said.
Interested persons should contact
Frank Hermes, program director
in S1M32 on Thursday from 9:31,
10:30 am., and 11:30 a.m. to 12:3i
p.m., or on Friday from 9:30.
11:15 a.m.

Officers Elected
By French Club
Mike Shaffer will sem e
dent for Le Cercle Franca,, the
SJS French Club this sun ".ter
Working with him :
other
newly-elected of fleet.:
Alcr-t
vice president: Pal .1it
tary: Ed Huckale,
Lillian Richard s, membership
chairman, and Evelyn Dixon, publicity chairman.
Next club meeting will be Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in room A of the
Cafeteria.

USED CAR CORNER
161 Falcon
2 door
61 Falcon "Future"
59 Chevrolet
4 door sedan
60 Chevrolet -Impala"

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Special Student Rates

latest models
fully guaranteed
no deposit
124 E. San F

do

Registered Professional Engineer
Associate Professor, Engineering, San Jose State College
Complete datailed solutions to all Part 1 problems in the
April, 1962; August, 1961; and November, 1960 California Civil Engineering Professional Examinations, plus
all the problems from these three examinations.
172 pages.
$5.
Just Published !
SEE IT AT STACEY’S 405 California Ave., Palo Alto or
order by mail with the convenient coupon,

A man with Alopecia Universal’s*
doesn’t need this deodorant
DA 6-9955

fl

Charge to my account.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY,

ZONE

STATE

Free delivery
Free parking
Free exchange
CI 3.5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

A NEW BOOK
BY DONALD G. NEWMAN

copy (copies) of CIVIL ENGINEERPlease Rush
ING LICENSE REVIEW by Newman.
] Enclosed is $5.00 (plus 4% sales taw in Calif.)

52295

(Class OF ’511
1199 S. First St.
CY 2.7557
0

CIVIL
ENGINEERING
LICENSE
REVIEW

2575 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California

$1.795
$1,195

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

California Civil Engineering Problems and Solutions

ctacey e

81.495

He could use a woman s roll-on with impunity. Mennen Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ... where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does lust that It gets through to the
skin. And it works. All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet?
640 and $1.00 plus tax
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Carter Moves Into Fifth Place
Nationally in Passing Yardage

2?scrity

sports

Thorsday Oct

18, 101,2

San Jose State’s limit string
quarterback Rand Carter now
ranks as the fifth best quarterback
in the nation in passing. Carter
moved up from tenth position due,
to his fine effort against Idaho
last Saturday.
Carter has completed 46 of 74
passes for an average of .622 and

sPART AN OA

Use of Ineligible Men
Hurts Team’s Chances

Harraway,
’Ken Berry
Lead Frosh

Although AT and the Pin
have two of the most powerlul
teams in the intramural football
program, they hurt themselves
Tuesday by using ineligible men.
Thus the fratermity league
st andings were bunched even more
closely at the top of the. heap.

339 yards gained. His average 1.0i-coral best in the nation
The Spartans still Ise lacing
KOOd passing ss Ua rte Haack in
Arizona State’s
at II n Jacobs
Saturday at Tensile. Last urek
Jacobs c pleted 18 passes to
net a new Sun Devil record. Ills
attempt*, 22, watt also a record.
Last week the Sun Devils lost
a tough game Cu West Texas State
15-14. It was the first loss of the
season Horn the Tempe eleven.
They now have a 2-1-1 record. The
Texans won despite the loss of their
top back, Pete Pedro, who leads I
the nation in rushing. He sat out
because of a pulled muscle.
The Son Devils have some fine
receivers to take Jacobs’ passes
End Roger Locke is being touted
as an All -America candidate b.0
the Devils. The coaching staff
unanimous in the opinion tha t
Locke has all the equipment to
become one of the all-time great
ends. They say that he is a hustler.
team leader and was picked as
the outstanding lineman in spring
practice.
Last fall he caught 14 passes for
222 yards and two touchdowns. He
averaged 16.5 yards per catch.

irk in rushing IA ithi 38 carries
tor 233 .y lards. Ile In a breakAssrunner VI 110 I.. darlg 4.1%/
on the long ball.
Lorick. Keller and Taylor air,
running one -two-three in sc,4in
11,1. the Devils. Lorick has scored
live touchdowns for 30 points. Keller has three TDs and a two-point
PAT for 20 points and Taylor has
three TDs tor 18 points.
The Spartans’ top scorer is
Johnny Johnson who has three
touchdowns and a two-point PA’T
for 20 points. Vs’all Roberts. Jerr!,’
Culletto, Chuck Elder, and Jeri.)
Ludy each have a touchdown for
ii points.

in of thea
season s a result of
Phi Sigs’ forfeit.
RAMMING FOR YARDAGE-An unidentified Spartan back
1.ZImbda Chi moved even 1..
bulls his way for yardage as Larry Strohmeyer (20) of the Idaho
A’TO by edging Sigma ii
Ta
Vandals tries to stop him in last Saturday’s game on a rain John Proctor passed for the
soaked Spartan Stadium gridiron. The runners were hampered
Hard running fullback Charles
ning tally. Theta Chi captured
Harraway and quarterback Ken
by the slippery field. They couldn’t move around the end. Most
its first victory after four straight
Berry, key instruments in San Jose
of the rushing was done up the middle.
I losses. A touchdown and a safety
State’s frosh football win over the
gave it an S-0 win over Sigma No.
Cal -Poly yearlings Friday, are leadAT() moiled Sig Pl. 47-0, but
Two independent league games
ing the Spartababes in offensive
ars Ineligible Mail caused ATOa_ included OON’s w in over the
statistics.
to salter its SeCIPIal InfOi In
, Hustlers. The Hustlers forfeited
Harraway, a 210-pound speedran. The game Itself saw no
Our the third time and are be ster, gained 126-yards rushing in
also suf%% inner since Sigma
lug dropped from the league.
15 carries. His average gain of 8.4
fer as it forfeited too.
The International House holds
led all ball carriers. His two touchan
undisputed lead over the rest
Wire by SAE, PiKA. and DU
down scampers, one for 59 yards,
imulled in knocking ATO out of of the C league. It defeated Rainand two extra points establish him
San
Jose
State’s
Spartans,
the
Dean
Miller’s
crew
gets its first
iIS first place position, which it er’s Raiders, 27-0. Bob Futterer
as leading scorer with 14 points.
real
test
of
the
year
.
has held since the beginning of again led the International House No. 1 cross country team in the
Berry, despite the obstacle of
In addition to Locke, halfback
to victory by throwing a passing nation, may find its toughest comThe two schools did compete intermittent rain, completed six of Tony Lorick has been tops in the
ihe’ year.
attack
that
Rainer’s
Raiders
could
against
each
other
in
Sacramento
a
607-0,
on
DSP.
petition this Friday afternoon at
eleven passes for 71 yards and a receiving department. Rehire last
SAE nipped
not contain. Potterer hit Bill AlState Invitational Saturday, but fine .546 percentage. Reserve quar- week’s game he had caught fise
yard pass play from Jim McGuire
4 from the Stanford Indians.
bert
three
times
and
Chad
unsatisfactory
conditions
may
have
SchnelPiKA
rolled
to Pete Petrinovich.
In one of the top dual meets limited the true power of the Indi- terbacks Ned Reilly and Mike Er- passes for 138 yards and a touchover Sig Eps by a 27-0 margin. ler once for four touchdowns.
of the year in Northern California ans, currently ranked third in the vin were also impressive on the down to lend the team.
The
crucial
fraternity
league
n t
damp field.
Bob Graham connected uuo
Dale Keller, the Devils’ left end
me on tap lod . \ I s I /I ’ vs PiKA at the Palo Alto campus, coach country.
,lown passes and ran for G s,. ,,,
Rich Peasley, second string end,
had caught five passes for 96 yards
Aeitially
PiKA
with
Ile threw one to c,eor.2,.
Even thought the Stanford group caught a 70-yard touchdown aerial
the West Texas game. It...
iv Ha-, against PiKA’s
"
Tor.
the ot her
placed 22 points in back of SJS, thrown by Ervin to lead in total before
1,,
replacement, Alonzo Hill, had two
and a tie.
Ira ibo.e
it has one of the more balanced yards on pass receptions. Bob
receptions for 41 yards, while
n -c SAE vs. Sig
teams around. Two standouts, how- Harkins leads in number of reLocke had two receptions for 34
sa. na:t Chi, Lambda
ever, are Harry McCalla and frosh ceptions with three, while Torn
yards.
a Ni Strait Nu vs.
Dave Dubner. Dubner finished Knowles and Dave Salinero caught
Passing is just part of the Sun
tajailt
Theta Chi.
third in the meet Saturday with a two apiece.
’rwo independent league games
CC’ weekday or weekend pleasureGeorge Ruby, guard, was out- Devils offense. Lorick, in addition
time of 18:28.
include a battle betWeell DI’
standing on defense, as he led the to catching passes, is also a good
..sorted speed bikes available
On the other hand, SJS has a
No. 1 and Phi Sig Ni,, 2 and a
Sparts in tackles with five. Har- runner. He leads the Arizona State
handful of top collegiate runners,
bague contest in which ODN
kins made the only pass intercep- team in rushing with 267 yards on
including two All-Americans. At
it tee!. the Saints. This latter
tion of the (lay, while Dennis Nevin 35 carries.
The big man in the Arizona
i4aint could determine the leagme j LOS ANGEJ-1.’S (UPI) -Walt the present, Danny Murphy is blocked a Cal Poly punt.
I, 2, 3, 10, 15 speed bikes.
probably the best runner Miller
running game is halfback (hark.’
Coach
Bob
Jones’
eleven
groundlow
as
$6995
speed
10
Alston yesterday was named to has. Murphy has dominated the
Intramural action in the next
ed out 187 ards and ’kissed for Taylor. Taylor Is second to Lair [-cc weeks includes the "Little manage the Los Angeles Dodgers winning efforts SO far this year 177 for a total of 364. Cal Poly
the Long Beach State
Bicycle race. the Turkey liar a 10th season, scuttling rumors with wins at
managed only 21 net yards against
Invitational and at Sacramento.
/
7aaI
he
would
be
fired
the tough SJS defense, gaining 25
because
the
Greek
Relays.
Enhis
team
bikes
At the finest array of
Jeff Fishback and Ron Davis are through the air, but losing four onl
, I he bike race are due blew the National League penin all Santa Clara County
from last year’s team which the ground.
1,1 ’27 and the time nant on the final day of
the sea- kback
placed second in the NCAA finals
The Spartababes return to ac-Close
FINEST IN SALES AND SERVICE
son.
at East Lansing, Mich. Fishback tion Saturday morning at 10
1,00 ’rrot rosters are due
The announcement was made and Davis gained All-American against Stanford in Palo Alto.
and the "trot" is Nov. 21.
Tin. I ;reek Relays take place right by 1.1 J. "Buzzie" Bavasi, general honors there along with Charlie
Alameda
1435
The
CY 3-1166
manager and vice president of the Clark, who is now out of school.
ii ter the Turkey Trot.
Jose State’s winless soccer
_
Dodgers.
Fishback placed second 08:081
a
a
/.’,..",’:"1"1"Wri,1"WrWileA;!
,/
team will close out its home season
and Davis finished fifth 118:441
tomorrow night against City ColSEIM
(
I UPI I --The Chicago Saturday. Other Spartan finishers INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS - RUSHING lege of San Francisco in
Spartan
TCB YDS L NET AVG
cubs yesterday traded slugging high in the standing were Jose
IS 126 0 126
8.4 Stadium at 8.
itfielder George Altman and Azevedo, sixth, Ben Tucker, sev- Harraway
Coach Julie Menendez’ club has
1
Durham
0 0
0
0.0
in-her Don Cardwell to the St. enth, Gene Gurule, tenth, Horace Foley
s’a
2
10 0
10
5.0 dropped its first five matches, hut
I ,atus Cardinals in return for Whitehead, 19th, and Tom Tuite, Porker
2
13 0
13
6.5 only the last two counted in league
4 24 0 24
Sigue
6.0
pitchers Larry Jackson and Lindy 20th.
Wiggins
1
I 0
I
1.0 standings. Monday night’s 4-0 loss
student benefits s:.. I ’,Daniel.
Berry
9
19 0
19
2.I to Cal practically eliminated the
The Cubs also traded catcher
Reilly
3
0 9 -9 -3.0 Spartans from championship con,
I
4 0
4
Selinero
4.0 tention, but with four league en0; Moe Thacker to the Cardinals in
TRY our
Erwin
2
0 6 -6 -3.0 counters they can still place high
ss return for another catcher, Jim
Cobbs
1
5 0
5
5.0
$ ,chaffer, in a straight three-forin the standings.
STEAK$145
s:, three swap.
Having played the two best
41
201
TOTALS
IS
187
4.6
ss
Anyone interested in joining the
teams in the conference, CSF and
,f.1 Altman, 29, had been the Cubs’
PASSING
16 Clean Alleys
,’. leading hitter during the past two San Jose State ski team is asked
Aft Cp
Yds TO Pet Cal. in their last two starts the
.‘.
s. ..,.asons.
6
71 1
II
.546 Spartans will be taking on the
to contact Turley Mings in CH1431BRer,7
s’.
3
3 36 1 1.000 returning champs in CCSF.
*
*
*
or Lawrence florin in ADM102. E rY
4
1
70 1
.250
Regular goalie Sloborlan Gtala
- MILWAUKEE I UPD - Bobby Jumpers and cross country skiers
, TOTALS
Is 10 177 3 .555 who missed two games because
..
375 W. Santa Clara St.
CY 4-7800 k. iiragan yesterday was named are urgently needed.
a hand injury, played well again PASS RECEIVING
the Bears and will he in the sta:
NO YDS TD ing lineup
to succeed Birdie Tebbetts, who
tomororw night.
3
23
0
RECORD TRACK GATE
resigned several days ago.
Lloyd Murad, a Venezuelan
Know
2
43
I
Bragan managed the Pittsburgh
NEW YORK (UP!) -The recFriday October 26
. 2
20
0 sprint sensation, is back with the
Pirates in 1956 and 1957 and the ord attendance for a thorough- Peasie ,
. I
70
1 SJS squad and should lend some
I
16
1 needed scoring punch to the lineup.’
is the day
Cleveland Indians in 1958. This bred race track in New York was Wiggins
Scerdine
.
1
5
0
past season he was a coach with set at Aqueduct on Memorial day
The Spartans have scored only four I
- for
the Houston Colts.
in 1960 when 70,992 attended.
10
177
TOTALS
3 goals in five games,

Spartan Cindermen
Face Toughest Foe

L.A. Rehires
Alston for ’62,
Scuttle Rumor

RENT A BIKE
BUY A BIKE

OR GANDER

PAUL’S CYCLES

Fresh Statistics

State Soccermen
Home Slate
’Tomorrow Night
s,in

Student Bowling
35c . . .

anytime!

other

SJS Ski Team
Needs Members

, Downtown Bowl ,k.

it’s the end!
Regular one -man -band
this coat. Scotchgard’
treated to give the brushoff to rain or snow. Acrylic
pile liningzips in or out to
keep you in tune with the
temperature. Short and
trim; staccato -styled in
fine Gabardine; new Fall
iridescent shades;
$29.95 at swingin’ stores.

"U.S
Tempo Weathercoat
ese ec s

Art Martinez
290 South First S.

the PEACOCK

HENRY’S IS OPEN!

1

15
104
204
72
Complete except for beverage and dessert.

SCRUMPTIOUS BURGERS

i?1)11N(
To The
Spartan Daily

INSTANT SELF-SERVICE

CRISP FRENCH FRIES

Place Your Order and Pick it Up Irmrnoci,enily’

CREAMY MILK SHAKES

PATIO AREA

SHRIMP BOAT DINNER

DELICIOUS FISH SANDWICH
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY SPECIAL
(EVERY WEEK)
6 BURGERS AND 1/2 POUND
OF FRIES FOR ONLY

294
$100

Live. and Clian. With Plenty of Picnic Tables

515 S. 10th St.
AT WILLIAM

PARKING
Fre Perking for 50 Cars

OPEN
11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.
DAILY
PHONE: 295-1510

PHONE ORDER SERVICE
Call an Your Ordr and Pick if Up an 10 1..1.nuIow’

6-SPARTAN DAILY
111111,ti l% Oct

Asian Flu Epidemic
Peace Worker Expected This Winter

Council To Measure
Teacher Efficiency

114 1962

Speaks Today

"’Washington V e ss s Disarmament" will be the subject of a
speech by Mrs. Annalee Stewart.
national legislative secretary of
the Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom. at 330
this afternoon in CH150.
The talk will be sponsored by
the Student Peace Union ISM),

CHICAGO I UPI) - There are
strong indications that there may
he another severe epidemic of
Asian flu this winter, the American Medical Association said yesterday.
No one can predict how serious
the outbreak may be, the AMA
said in a statement, but physicians have been alerted, public
health programs have been outlined, and stocks of anti-influenza
vaccine have been built up.
Because of the vaccine, AMA
spokesmen hoped the disease may
not be as widespread this winter
as in the epidemic of 1957-58.
The AMA said in the average

healthy person Asian flu means
four or five days of weakness and
misery. But in older people and ’
those with chronic disease, the flu
virus can be deadly. In the five ’
years since Asian flu first appear- ,
ed in American it has contributed
to the deaths of 90,000 Americans.
mostly by weakening the body’s
defenses against other diseases,
the AMA said.
Persons with diabetes and with
chronic heart, circulatory and kidney diseases are particularly vulnerable. More than half the
deaths in previous epidemics were

basis for these studies of
teacher
evaluation is "the Californio
nition of Teacher Competence"
A
measuring instrument llflstrument
for the Observation of TeachioR
Activities) has been developed to
on
achievement of these
standards.
Members of the new organization
arc (torn the county school.; cam
and a representative district
ol
each of the five Bay Area counties
now participating in current stUdin
plus members of the central
IOTA
committee.
Committee members are Dr. Kit.
ney, Mrs. Ruth Bradle, Dr Warren Kallenbach, Viola Owen, cur.
"Teton Trails," the first of a riculum coordinator of the
Sat
series of five nature films to he Mateo County schools, and
Mrs
presented at SJS, will be shown Eva Washington.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium at
8 tonight.
The film, made by Charles T.
Hotchkiss, covers Wyoming’s Te-Photo by Scott Turn,
ton Range from its earliest inMISCHIEF OR GHOSTS/ -Lee S. Mesta:, custodian, ponders
habitants to present day and the
Will Cope. of the Federal Aviis
the broken glass in front of the Engineering Building. Late reports
future.
tion Agency, is scheduled ti speak
indicate the window may have been broken accidentally by a
A dramatic and fitting climax at the Flying 20’s meeting tomor
workman.
to the film is the climbing of the! row at 7:30 p.m. in (11237, on
_
peak of this "Flying Safely in the Bay Area,’
high
Grand Teton, highest
saw-tooth range. The feat requires according to Jim Reese, member of
about 2,000 feet of difficult rope the club’s flight safety hoard.
"This program will feature dis
work in climbing.
Hotchkiss, a 19413, graduate of cussion of facilities available in the
the University of Illinois, has been Bay Area for pilots, a tower per.
affiliated with the National Park eines pet peeves and a film on los
Are ghosts infiltrating the SJS "No one seems to knovv just how Service in Grand Teton, Mt. Mc- level jet flight by the Navy," say!
campus? Are students pulling a the second window was broken."
Kinley and Everglades National Reese.
prank? Or could there be some
Centanni continued, "The con- Parks.
trouble with construction?
tractors and inspectors have no
In charge of the Audubon film
These were some of the ques- idea how it happened hut it is series is Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth,
eferi gel Acquainted
tions asked concerning the recent nothing to worry about because
SJS professor of zoology and sciproblem of broken windows in this foundation is one of the heav- ence education.. Dr. Applegarth
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
the newly completed Engineering iest yet to be built."
stated that season tickets for the
Building.
may
$2
and
cost
series
five-film
"The contractors have been very
Five Qualified Experts
Two windows have broken withbe purchased at the Biology storeTo Serve You
in a matter of days. Just how one busy and have not felt this matter room, S221, or at the door.
of these windows broke is still a to be of much importance. With
Dr. Applegarth said, "These
ANDERSON’S
mystery, but at least ghosts can all the workmen moving around,
we can expect accidents," con- programs are etijoyable to everyno longer be blamed.
BEAUTY SALON
conservation. We
in
interested
one
cluded
Centanni.
According to Angelo Centanni,
Phone 272.0051
17 S. 4th
John H. Amos, superintendent welcome all .students to take adassistant to the executive dean,
vantage of this opportunity."
the first window "was broken the of buildings and grounds, com- _
same day it was installed and was mented that he is sure the breaka workkman problem." He added, age was accidentally caused by a
workman.
The Council for the Improvement of the Teacher Evaluation
(CITF:1, a new organization formed
on the SJS campus, will coordinate
and expand several SJS(’ and Bay
Area counties’ school department
projects concerned with measuring
teacher effectiveness.
Dr. Lucian Kinney, emeritus professor of education at Stanford
University. is currently conducting
some of these projects. Present

Audubon Series
Begins Tonight

Mrs. Stewart. who is the only
woman to have served as guest ’
chaplain of the House of Representatives. received her bachelor’s
degree at Illinois Wesleyan University. and took graduate work
at Boston University School of
The San Jose State Stealth
Theology. Colgate-Rochester DivinService administers inummitations
ity. School, and Union Theological
for smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus,
Seminary in New York City.
TODAY
typhoid end influenza every FriShe has traveled thoughout the
Humanities Club. meeting, TH16, day at 1-4 p.m. In 11130.
Regular students carrying slx
United States. Europe and Pal- 7:30 p.m.
estine. and has made seven trips
Flying 20, Inc., meeting with and one half units may receive all
to Europe since the close of World topic "Flying Safely in Bay Area," theseimmunizatIonawithout
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